[Calibration of the detection performance for hyperspectral imager].
As an image-spectrum merging technology, hyperspectral imaging has been used in battlefield reconnaissance rapidly. The calibration of hyperspectral imager is a process that corrects itself's output. An UV/Vis/NIR hyperspectral military detection system based on BTCCD and concave grating parts is analyzed, and it's spectral resolution is 3.3 nm. Some calibration and evaluation methods are discussed for hyperspectral imaging system which operates at 0.25-1.1 mm waveband. Image quality assessment based on an uniform radiation source with target, spectral quality assessment based on laser and Hg lamp, and radiation performance calibration based on high accuracy standard are researched detailedly. After several steps of radiation calibration and spectral fidelity verification, the reflective curve which represents the objective spectral character was obtained, satisfying the requirement of 0.2 mrad spatial resolution and +/-0.5% dispersive linearity. Finally, satisfactory results were obtained with these methods in a military detection system.